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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new optimal strategy for differential braking is proposed to recover the
vehicle stability in emergency maneuvers. Practical aspects of the problem are
considered in the design of a control system with two layers. In the upper layer, an
optimal nonlinear control law is analytically developed for calculating the external yaw
moment and the distributed braking forces. The optimal property of the control law
provides the possibility of reducing the control input to the lowest possible value to
avoid undesirable effects. At the same time, considering the force capacity of each tire,
a practical stabilizing yaw moment can be calculated by adjusting the weighting ratio as
a free parameter of the control law. In the lower layer, a nonlinear wheel slip tracking
controller is designed for the front wheels to generate the required braking forces of the
upper layer. The simulation studies carried out by a nonlinear eight-degrees-of-freedom
(8DOF) vehicle model indicate that the proposed control system can improve vehicular
handling and stability with a practical external yaw moment and reduced differential
braking forces.
Keywords: Differential braking; optimal nonlinear controller; tire force capacity;
prediction.
INTRODUCTION
During severe turning maneuvers, the decrease of the internal yaw moment generated
by tire lateral forces when the sideslip angle increases is the basic cause of a vehicle's
unstable motion (spin motion). In these maneuvers, the effectiveness of the vehicle
steering angle in generating the restoring yaw moment is significantly reduced because
of tire force saturation which is considered as a hard nonlinearity [1, 2]. Direct yaw
moment control (DYC) is an effective method introduced to control vehicle stability and
steerability in nonlinear regimes [1-3]. A practical approach to generating a required
external yaw moment, independent of lateral forces and steering angle, is the transverse
distribution of the vehicle braking force between the left and right wheels. This strategy
is known as differential braking (DB) and can be achieved by controlling the
longitudinal slip of each individual wheel through the common anti-lock braking system
[4]. DYC and DB are considered as the upper and lower layers of the vehicle dynamic
control (VDC) or electronic stability program (ESP) system respectively [5]. Several
control methods for calculation of stabilizing external yaw moments can be found in the
literature. Some researchers have developed optimal control laws for DYC. In this
context, the well-known linear quadratic regulator (LQR) theory has been used to
control vehicle handling and stability [1, 6-8]. A predictive optimal yaw stability
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controller based on a linearized vehicle model that was discretized via a bilinear
transformation was presented by Anwar [9]. Such methods apply linear vehicle models
to find control laws, whereas the nonlinear characteristic of vehicle dynamics and tire
forces is the most important issue in the controller design for DYC. Sliding control
methods have been frequently applied in stability control because of their potential to
cope with nonlinearities and intrinsic robustness [8, 10-13]. In other works, a fuzzy
logic stability control [14] and a robust velocity-dependent control law [15] have been
used for yaw moment control. In the control methods mentioned above, optimization is
not used as the main procedure for determining control laws, whereas the external yaw
moment is considered as an expensive control input and should be kept at a minimum
value because of its undesirable side-effects. Excessive use of control effort causes a
vehicle to slow down because a corrective yaw moment is applied to the vehicle through
the brakes. This effect must be kept to a minimum so that the driver can feel supported
rather than overruled. Furthermore, tire life and other components such as brake pad and
disc are also shortened because of extra braking. One approach to limiting the excessive
use of external yaw moments is integrating and coordinating DYC and steering control
systems [16-18].
In this paper, in answer to the control requirements of the DYC system, an
optimal nonlinear yaw moment control law in the closed form is developed; it is based
on the response prediction of a nonlinear four-wheel vehicle model. The optimal
nonlinear control law is given in an analytical closed form that is easy to solve and
online numerical computations in optimization are not necessary, in contrast to the
classic optimal control theories such as LQR. This is an extension of the previous
control law designed by the author’s research team based on the (2DOF) bicycle model
[19]. However, in that work, the reduced external yaw moment was directly applied to
the vehicle model without transformation to the differential braking forces. Therefore, it
cannot be determined whether the calculated external yaw moment can be generated in
practice or not. From the practical perspective, the external yaw moment calculated
from the control law has to be generated by differential braking through the main parts
of the common anti-lock braking system. The calculated yaw moment must remain
below the maximum admissible value determined by the force capacity of each tire,
which is different because of the effects of normal load transfer and nonlinear tire
characteristics. Even if no control saturation occurs, the external yaw moment should be
kept as low as possible because of the undesirable side-effects mentioned before.
Accordingly, determining how much the stabilizing external yaw moment should be
reduced to generate the practical differential braking forces is the main aim of the
present study. To achieve this aim, a control system with two layers is designed. In the
upper layer, an optimal yaw moment control law is developed. In this layer, the
expensive control approach is considered in which the minimized performance index
consists of a linear combination of tracking error and control energy. Adjusting the
weighting factors as the free parameters of the control law provides the possibility of
reducing the external yaw moment within the admissible range by considering the force
capacity of each tire, at the cost of admissible tracking error. The calculated admissible
yaw moment is converted to the differential braking force between the front left and
right wheels. In the lower layer, depending on the longitudinal dynamics of the wheel, a
slip controller is designed to generate the braking force of each tire by regulating their
longitudinal slip. Finally, to evaluate the performance and robustness of the proposed
control system and the improvement of vehicle handling and stability, simulation
studies have been performed with the 8DOF nonlinear vehicle model. The results are
2640
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compared with those obtained by the LQR controller as a classic linear optimal control
method. The yaw rate tracking error and control energy are compared with regard to the
practical aspects of the vehicle system.
MODELING OF THE VEHICLE SYSTEM
In this paper, an 8DOF vehicle model validated by experimental results [20] has been
constructed as the vehicle plant model. Since this model is too complicated for use in
the controller design, a simpler vehicle model referred to as the design model is
employed for development of the control law. In this paper, in accordance with the
control system requirements, a nonlinear 2DOF model that captures the essential
features of vehicle lateral dynamics is used to design the yaw moment controller.
Nonlinear 8DOF model for simulation
The 8DOF vehicle model used for simulation studies is shown in Figure 1. All notations
are described in Appendix 1.

Figure 1. Vehicle free body diagram.
The governing equations of vehicle motion including the longitudinal, lateral,
yaw and roll dynamics can be expressed as follows:
mu  mvy r  FxfR  FxfL  FxrR  FxrL
mv y  ms qp  mur  FyfR  FyfL  FyrR  FyrL
Izz r  I xzs p  a(FyfR  FyfL )  b(FyrR  FyrL )  d (FxfL  FxrL )  d (FxfR  FxfR )
2
2
I xxs p  ms qv y  I xzs r  ms qur  ms gsinφs  Kφφs  Cφ p

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

In the above equations, the forces in the x and y coordinates of the vehicle are
related to the longitudinal and lateral forces of each wheel as follows:
Fxi  Fti cosδwi  Fsi sinδwi
Fyi  Fti sinδwi  Fsi cosδwi

i  fR, fL, rR, rL

(5)

where the steering angle of the front and rear wheels including roll steer coefficients are
 wf   f  krsf s and  wr  krsrs , respectively.
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The tire forces are modeled by the nonlinear Dugoff’s tire model which is based on the
friction ellipse idea [21]. In this model, the relations for longitudinal and lateral forces
of each tire are as follows:

Fti 

Ci wi
f ( S ),
1  wi

Fsi 

C tan  i
f ( S ),
1  wi

i  fR, fL, rR, rL

(6)

where

S(2  S)

f(S)  
1


if

S 1

if

S 1

μFzi 1  εr u λwi  tan 2 αi (1  λwi )


,S 
2
2
2
2 Ci λwi  Cα tan 2 αi
2

Also, the rotational dynamics of each wheel during braking is modelled as follows:

ω i 

1
RFbi  Tbi 
I wi

(7)

Nonlinear 2DOF model for controller design
The nonlinear 2-DOF model with constant speed has been used to design the yaw
moment controller. The governing equations of motion for this model are as follows:





1
 mur  FsfRcosδ f  FsfLcosδ f  FsrR  FsrL
m
1
1
r 
a(FsfR  FsfL )cosδ f  b(FsrR  FsrL ) 
Mz
I zz
I zz
v y 



(8)



(9)

Desired model for yaw rate
In order to compensate the loss of vehicle stability due to nonlinear characteristics of
tire forces, a linear 2DOF vehicle plane model with appropriate limitations within
physical constraints is presented as a desired model to be followed by the controller. In
this model is expressed as follows [7]:
rd (s)
1
 GR
δ f (s)
1  Tt s

(10)

where,
GR 

a12  2

2Cαf
2aCαf
Cαf  Cαr
b1a21  b2 a11
, b1 
, b2 
, a11  2
a11a22  a12a21
mu
I zz
mu

bCαr  aCαf
mu 2

 1, a21  2

bCαr  aCαf
I zz
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The following limitation should be applied on the steady state value of Eq. (11):

G δ
if

 R f
rss  
 μg sign(G δ )
R f

 u

GR δ f 

μg
u

(11)

otherwise

In the above relations, rd is the desired yaw rate and Tt is the time constant of yaw rate.
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
The structure of the proposed control system with two layers can be seen in the
Figure 2. In the upper layer, a yaw moment control law is developed in an optimal
approach. Then, the calculated admissible yaw moment is converted to the differential
braking force between the front left and right wheels. In the lower layer, a nonlinear
wheel slip controller is designed to generate the braking force calculated from the upper
layer.

Figure 2. Structure of vehicle dynamic.
Development of yaw moment control law (First layer)
The nonlinear 2DOF vehicle model described by Eqs. and can be written in the state
space form if the yaw rate is considered as the output of the system:

x1  f 1 ( x,  f )
x 2  f 2 ( x,  f ) 

1
Mz
I zz

(12)

y  x2
T

where x  v y r  is the state vector and y is the output. The external yaw moment M z


and the front wheel steering angle  f represent the control input and disturbance input,
respectively. The nonlinear Dugoff’s tire model has been incorporated in f1 and f 2 . In
order to develop an optimal nonlinear yaw moment control law based on the prediction,
a pointwise minimization performance index that penalizes both the tracking error of
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yaw rate at the next instant, r (t  h) , and the current control expenditure, M z (t ) , is
considered as follows:
1
1
2
J1 M z (t )  w1 r (t  h)  rd (t  h)  w2 M z2 (t )
(13)
2
2





The predictive period h is a real positive number. Now, in order to expand the
performance index (Eq. (13)) as a function of control input, it is necessary to predict the
yaw rate response for the next time interval by Taylor series. First approximate r (t  h)
by a k th-order Taylor series at t according to:

r (t  h)  r (t )  hr(t ) 

h2
hk
r(t )  ...  r ( k ) (t )
2!
k!

(14)

The expansion order k is determined by the relative degree of the nonlinear
system [22, 23]. According to the state equations of the system, since the vehicle yaw
rate dynamics has a well-defined relative degree,   1 , the first-order Taylor series is
sufficient for the expansion of yaw rate and its desired value as follows:

1
Mz)
I zz
rd (t  h)  rd (t )  hrd (t )

r (t  h)  r (t )  h( f 2 

(15)
(16)

Now, by substituting Eqs. (15) and (16) into (13), the expanded performance
index can be obtained as a function of control input. The necessary condition for
optimality is:

J1
0
M z

(17)

Iz
1
e1  h( f 2  rd )
h 1  I z2 h 2

(18)

which leads to:

M z (t ) 

where e1 , is the current tracking error.
e1  r  rd

(19)

and  is the weighting ratio



w2
0
w1

(20)

If we increase the weighting ratio  , the external yaw moment can be reduced at
the cost of some tracking errors in the yaw rate. When    , then M z  0 . This case is
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considered as the expensive control and corresponds to the uncontrolled system. In
contrast, the cheap control is related to the case of   0 in which there is no reduction
in control input. In practice, the calculated external yaw moment is implemented
through braking one of the left and one of the right wheels. Because of the high force
capacity and dominant effect of the front tires during cornering and braking, the
required braking force is applied to one of the front wheels [15]. Therefore, the
necessary braking force can be calculated as follows:

Fb  2 M z
d

(21)

In relation to the algorithm shown in Figure 3, the braked wheel is selected
according to the yaw rate and yaw rate tracking error.

Figure 3. Distribution of the braking forces.
Now, substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (21) yields:

Fb (t ) 

2 Iz
1
e1  h( f 2  rd )
d h 1  I z2 h 2

(22)

To find a suitable criterion for adjusting the weighting ratio  , the force capacity
of the braked wheel should be considered. The following constraint indicating the tire
workload should always be satisfied for the braked wheel.

Fb2  Fsi2  ( Fsi ) 2

i  fR or fL

(23)

The minimum value of the weighting ratio  is selected by satisfying the equality
constraint of Eq. (23). If the weighting ratio is increased, the control input is decreased
even more. It should be noted that the value of the weighting ratio can be increased to
some extent; otherwise the yaw rate cannot follow the behavior of the reference model
adequately and the vehicle remains unstable. In the next section, a wheel slip controller
is designed for the braking torque to generate the braking force calculated from
Eq. (22).
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Development of the wheel slip control law (Second layer)
In order to generate the required external braking force, the corresponding wheel slip of
the braked wheel is first calculated by the inverse of a simplified Dugoff 's tire model.
This wheel slip, called desired wheel slip, will be tracked by the slip controller.
Ri
Differentiating longitudinal wheel slip during braking, wi  1 
, with respect to
u
the time and using the equations of motions of the wheel model yields [24]:

w  g ( x)  (

RTb
)
uI w

(24)

The nonlinear Dugoff’s tire model has been incorporated in g (x) . In the same
manner as before, the first-order Taylor series will be sufficient for the expansion of
wheel slip and its desired value for the next time interval:

w (t  h)  w (t )  h( g ( x) 

R
Tb )
uI w

wd (t  h)  wd (t )  hwd (t )

(25)
(26)

Now, a performance index that penalizes the next instant tracking error is
considered in the following form:

J 2 Tb (t ) 

1
w (t  h)  wd (t  h)2
2

(27)

After substitution of Eqs. (25) and (26) into Eq. (27), the necessary condition for
optimality can be applied:

J 2
0
Tb

(28)

which leads to:

Tb 

uI w
e2  h( g  rd )
Rh

(29)

Where
e2  w  wd

(30)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computer simulations have been carried out to show the performance of the proposed
control system. How to adjust the external yaw moment in a practical range according
to the force capacity of tires is also investigated for a case study vehicle by using an 82646
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DOF nonlinear vehicle model. The model parameters employed in this study are given
in [18]. The responses of the uncontrolled vehicle are compared with those obtained by
the cheap control version of the proposed control system in which the weighting ratio is
taken to be zero in calculating the external yaw moment. A severe lane-change
maneuver is considered in this study. In this maneuver, the vehicle travels along a
straight path on a level low-friction road (   0.4 ) at a constant speed of 70 km/h and
the steering angle input, as shown in Figure 4(a), performs a sequence of positive and
negative step inputs. To evaluate the robustness of the designed control system, 20%
uncertainty in the total mass of the vehicle and 10% uncertainty in the friction
coefficient are assumed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 4. Simulation results of a lane-change maneuver with and without
control (  0) .
The results in Figure 4 indicate that the uncontrolled vehicle cannot complete the
lane change path because of the saturation of tire lateral forces when the slip angle
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increases as mentioned in ref. [1-3]. In contrast, the control system can successfully
stabilize the vehicle by applying the external yaw moment depicted in Figure 4(f). It
should be noted that there is no reduction in the external yaw moment by applying the
zero weighting ratio (  0) . In this case, as seen in Figure 4(b), a relatively perfect
tracking of yaw rate is achieved through a small value of prediction time ( h  0.03 sec )
in the presence of modeling uncertainty. However, it is not certain whether the external
yaw moment can be generated in practice or not. The normalized work load of the front
tires is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, the workloads of tires exceed one. This
means that the required braking force of each tire is more than its force capacity and
cannot be generated in practice. In fact, the calculated external yaw moment is beyond
the maximum admissible value and has to be limited. To overcome the mentioned
problem, the expensive control version of the proposed control system is employed. For
illustration of this important feature of the control system, the weighting ratio is
adjusted to   1.2  109 . The time responses of the vehicle system together with the
calculated external yaw moment are depicted in Figure 6. The normalized workload of
tires is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5. Normalized workload of the front tires.
As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the calculated external yaw moment and the
braking forces are significantly decreased by applying the weighting ratio such that the
workloads of tires are below one. This means that the required braking force of each tire
is in a practical range and can be generated. As a result of reducing the control input by
the specified  , the yaw rate tracking error is increased as shown in Figure 6(a).
However, this error is acceptable so that the vehicle, as shown in Figure 6(d), can
perform the maneuver successfully. Also, the braking torque of the front tires is shown
in Figure 8. The results show the good performance of the wheel slip controller in the
lower layer. At the end of the simulation study, the dynamic performance of the
proposed controller was compared with that of a classic optimal controller like LQR.
The LQR method is based on a linear vehicle model and has been widely used in the
literature for the design of DYC. For better comparison, the weighting factors of both
controllers are regulated in such a way that the same control effort can be approximately
obtained. As seen in Figure 9(a), the yaw rate responses of the vehicle with both
controllers follow the behavior of the desired value.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 6. Simulation results of a lane-change maneuver with expensive control.

Figure 7. Normalized workload of the front tires.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Braking torque of the front tires designed in the lower layer.

(a)
(b)
Figure 9. Comparison of the yaw rate tracking performance of the present
controller and the LQR.
The yaw rate errors are also shown in Figure 9(b). The comparison of these
figures indicates that the proposed optimal nonlinear controller follows the desired
model through smaller tracking errors and lower control energy rather than the LQR
controller during the control process. These results are confirmed by the performance
indexes given in Table 1. The results show that the small tracking error is obtained with
the LQR during the times of 1.5 to 2 sec and produces the oscillation on the control
input in this time interval. However, Figure 10 indicates that the normalized workload
of the right tire exceeds one during the mentioned time interval by the LQR controller.
This is because the LQR controller, which is based on the linear vehicle model, is
engaged with a nonlinear vehicle model. Therefore, in the linear regimes and at the
beginning of the maneuver, it performs better than the proposed nonlinear method.
However, it deteriorates in the second part of the lane change maneuver which is a
severe condition. However, the proposed nonlinear controller can better predict the
vehicle response and gives a more satisfactory performance every time. Besides the
above simulation results, the easier calculation and implementation of the proposed
optimal nonlinear control law are the other advantages it has over the LQR controller.
Also, the adjustment of the free parameters of the proposed controller and its
management are effortless for designers, unlike the classic optimal control methods like
LQR.
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Table 1. Comparison of dynamic performances of two controllers.
Method
7

M

2
z

dt  10 5

Proposed controller

LQR controller

6.58

6.59

78

241

0

7

 (r  r )
d

2

dt  10 4

0

(a)
(b)
Figure 10. Normalized workload of the front tires with the LQR controller.
CONCLUSIONS
Using the lowest differential braking forces in the practical range to recover vehicle
stability in nonlinear regimes can be considered as an important advantage. In this
respect, a new optimal strategy for differential braking is proposed which considers the
force capacity of tires. The obtained results indicate that the proposed control system
can improve vehicle handling and stability by means of a reduced practical external yaw
moment and differential braking forces. Finally, comparison of the results shows the
efficiency of the proposed controller is better than that of the LQR controller.
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Appendix 1: Description of vehicle model parameters
total mass, sprung mass of the vehicle
m, ms
the length of the wheel base, height of CG above ground
l, hcg
a,b

r , p,  s

distance between center of gravity (CG) and the front, rear axle
yaw rate, roll rate and roll angle of the vehicle body

u, v y

longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity

ay

q, d
R, i , I wi

lateral acceleration
side-slip angle
distance from sprung mass CG to roll axis and wheel track width
wheel rolling radius, moment of inertia and angular speed of the
ith wheel, i  fR, fL, rR, rL 𝑖 = 𝑓𝑅, 𝑓𝐿, 𝑟𝑅, 𝑟𝐿

I zz
I xxs , I xz s

vehicle moment of inertia (roll axis), sprung mass product of inertia

Ci , C

longitudinal tire stiffness, cornering stiffness coefficient

K  , C

r

roll axis stiffness and damping coefficients

vehicle moment of inertia (Z axis)

the road coefficient of friction
the road adhesion reduction factor

f

steering input to the front wheels

k rsf , k rsr

roll steer coefficients

Fxi , Fyi

longitudinal and lateral forces of the ith wheel, i  fR, fL, rR, rL

Fti , Fsi
Fb
Fzi
 i , wi
g
Ti , Tbi , Fbi

tractive force, side force of the ith wheel, i  fR, fL, rR, rL

h
e1 ,e2



Subscripts
f, r front, rear

braking force
normal force of the ith wheel, i  fR, fL, rR, rL
the ith wheel slip angle, longitudinal wheel slip, i  fR, fL, rR, rL
gravity acceleration
drive torque, braking torque, braking force of the ith
wheel, i  fR, fL, rR, rL
predictive period
yaw rate tracking and longitudinal slip tracking errors
weighting ratio
R, L right, left

d desired
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